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"Driftwood"

by Sherry Griffith 



The Daydreamer

by Natalie Stefan 

 
She collects the photos of her past

says the filled phone brain that sits in her back pocket.

A dreamer who drowns her emotions with the sounds of her

childhood says The earbuds slung around her neck.

The crying one who lets her mistakes and fears run down her cheeks

speaks the pillow which lays under the heavy fabric.

She is a dancer when no one is watching 

bubbles the fish that swim along with her.

She sweats all of her hard work into me

says the bandanna which hangs from a doorknob.

A cellist that screams through me speaks

the wooden instrument which sits in the blue corner.

The all nighter who works for the best 

says the school cluttered desk that sits under a window of dreams.

 She is the dreamer and wanderer of the night 

whispers the Dream catcher whose web catches her dreams.
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"Awakening Yellow"

by Sherry Griffith 



Shoulda Been A Cowboy

by Zoey Fowler

 

Here in Texas,

The range is wide and the sky is blue

Cattle graze on the wide open plains

Cowboys start riding at the crack of dawn

 
Mending the fences,

Bustin the broncs, 

Branding the cattle,

Until dusk comes along.
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"May I Help You?"

by Melody Kennedy 



Out on the Range

by Zoey Fowler

 

Riding out in the pasture

Hoping it will warm up in a jiffy 

Wild rag around my neck

Just trying to make a check

 
Cattle grazing all day

Makes me wish that i could stay 

No one at home awaits for me 

Just me and my truck, 

and the long stretch of        
road and range 

 
Oh lord I don't wanna travel on home 

The next day will come quick though 

I’ll arrive and ride the range again 

And again riding out in the pasture
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"Untouched"

by Byrin Hollowell



My Mother

by Kaitlyn Hicks

 
Her hair

flowing down her spine 

dark as night 

delicate

silver stars sprouting 

 
Her smile

brings dimples

shaped like a crescent moon

pouring in light as if she was the sun

 
Her mind

vibrant even in black holes

not letting a single thing suck her in

but instead 

she makes everything around her

explode with her art 

 
My Mother 

with all her beauty

will forever entrance me
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"Caged Soul"

by Koren Lee



Donald 

by Mack Summers 

 

You’ve been there for me since sixth grade 

and have heard me play at every parade. 

You’ve always been there no matter what

 but I’ve never actually thanked you. 

 

You’re small frame has slowly frayed, Mostly because 

I treat you like an old maid. You’re sound makes

people want to close their ears shut but is yet to make a whole

crowd boo 

 

Thank you my small brass friend for the aid 

You’re way too valuable to ever give up in a trade. 

You may get bullied for being small but You’ve proved to me

 that you’re tried and true.
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"Vintage Flowie"

by Sire Artagnan Beltran



Catch the Fish 
by Zoie Walton

 

I read stories 
about adventurous teenagers 
They have friends

They have... well stories.

 

They catch the fish.

 

 I sit alone in a swarming group of fish

They swim away from me because I...

I don't know

They probably got caught

In their own adventures or stories.

 
Mama, please catch my fish

I'm alone and scared

Papa, burn the fish

so they can be lonely

like myself.

 

The protagonist in my story isn't me.

Yes, it's seen through my silk eyes 
Yes, my emotions are wild for sure!

But all i am is a creepy side character

That talks into the camera

 

Mama, I love you

Because the steps I take

to the hook is because of you

Papa, oh papa 
You guiding me all the way with stories and fantasy

Lead me to the hook.
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"A Passing Glance"

by Melody Kennedy 



2.8 GPA and Sad

by Gavin De Leon

 

The words are written on the page

“Boats against the current,

borne back ceaselessly into the past”

But they don’t move me.

They don’t stick with me.

 

The words are read from the textbook

“Z-score = Score-Mean/SD”

But they don’t stick with me,

They don’t move me.

Nothing moves me.

 

I don’t understand it,

I pass every test

I know what to do

I just lack the motivation

To do the trivial tasks.

 

I feel lost,
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"Football Sky"

by Natalie Stefan



Shall we?

by Kristen Irion-Ramos

 

Tonight is fading,

I want to hold on.

 

What shall we do about tonight,

shall we cross the galaxy together?

As the scent from tonight carries

across the wind, into the next.
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"untitled"

by Byrin Hollowell 



Decisions 

by Kaniel Kirby

 

Which way is right

when all roads point left?

When street signs spin

and the deaf lead the blind?

Is the paved street 

I follow

better than my own?

There's too many decisions,

but the real question stands.

Would I still care,

if I didn't look both ways?
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"Eye Know You"

by Koren Lee 
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Adrianna

by Natalea Long

 

The woman I love is tall

She’s skin and hollow bones

Tight muscles and hollow heart.

 

She loves me with empty touch

She asks me to hold her

She ask me if I love her

 

“I’ll always love you”

But she never says it back.

Instead she runs her cold fingers 

down my back

 

“Say it again”

And I do because it’s true

It’s hurts like nothing else but it’s true

 

I made the mistake of asking

“Do you love me?”

She just kissed me

Dark room with no lights

But I can still see the empty of her bones

I can still feel the empty of her heart.
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"Light from Behind"

by Natalie Stefan



JESSI SPITLER
PROFILE BY STEVEN WEGRZYNOWICZ

I was able to sit down with Jessi Spitler this

week for a conversation, rather than an

interview. Interviews have structured

questions, a story in mind to tell about the

object of the profile, and then picture a

montage of subtly writing notes and checking

to make sure the voice recorder is still

working. Spitler does not fit into any

predetermined thoughts or stories

in mind before speaking with her, instead her

laugh filled the room and the conversation

with her is anything but dry. She has amazing

stories, intense eyes that catch your attention

so that you do not think about checking 

the recorder; you forget it is even there. The

best way to start an interview is to talk about

your worst interview. Google her, it is the

second link, and she is unrecognizable in it.

      I realized early that the reason she has not

had many good interviews is that her stories

are too big to fit on paper. Spitler is an open

book, honest and approachable. She is no

braggart; you might go hours of talking before

she laughs off a time she had Zika virus,

E.coli, Malaria, and was trying to place a

tracker on a Komodo dragon like I would

laugh off a strange encounter at the grocery

store. She does not often bring those 
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experiences into conversation because she

finds talking about herself in

that way embarrassing. I find it fascinating.

      Students try to put their teachers

into boxes, one size fits all spaces that they

take with them each year to fit

their new teachers. If their seventh grade math

teacher was a man and a coach,

then the student thinks all male teachers are

coaches seemingly no matter whom

they meet. What do English teachers do in

their past time? Well, if they read

in class that is all they must be doing after

school too. Are they even allowed

to buy TVs?

        Spitler bucks this tradition, never fitting

into the created roles for science teachers or

teachers in general. She invites her

students to ask any questions about her life

that they would like to know about

and she will answer them. When a student asks

a question and expects an “unconventional” 

answer, Spitler delivers.

      Why is she wearing more tennis shoes than

sandals this year? Oh, because years of

kicking the heavy bag during her seventeen

years of practicing Tae Kwon Do to

become a 6th degree black belt (among the

other martial arts she has

practiced) has had a bit of an effect on her

knee. Or, maybe it was the

motocross. Maybe those 3 a.m. climbs up a

volcano to see the sunrise over Bali fill

the sky didn’t help much either. After living

that many different lives, what

finally tore her meniscus tore was batting for

the Cooper Faculty softball team, now that is

an answer a student would expect to hear.

        But, Spitler is not just here to knock

down teacher stereotypes for us, she is here to

connect with our students. When

teaching, Spitler draws upon her rich life

experiences to better her student’s

understanding of the role of science and the 
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purpose of research into the area

of study. It was on her first field study that she

had the moment of realization that studying

and working with animals is what she was

meant to do in her life and each study has

strengthened this passion. She has

worked with many types of animals: in her

field work in Belize, she studied

green iguanas, manatees, spider monkeys,

jaguars, mountain lions, and others;

in Baja she studied whale sharks, sea lions, 

 others to cite in their own dissertations

without any connection to those who are most

affected. That is why she is here

at Cooper High School: to make connections

and inform. She has written for

different scientific publications to

communicate her findings and latest

scientific news to those affected but the most

immediate communication of hers

is through the time she spends in the classroom

with her students. 

and several species of dolphins;

in Southern Africa she worked

with predator conservation of

cheetahs, lions, leopards, etc.;

and Southeast Asia took her to

work with orangutans, elephants,

reticulated pythons, water

monitors and others, including

the komodo dragon study

mentioned above. What our

students benefit from this is

Spitler bringing to life the

subjects she is passionate about:

Environmental Sciences and

Astronomy. Through connecting

her students to these topics, she 

isn’t just connecting them to their studies, she

is connecting them to their world. 

While she could spend her life in a

lab, or out in the field, Spitler doesn’t believe

there is any point in studying and publishing

papers no one outside of the scientific

community will read. Her concern is getting

the information to the people, helping them to

become informed and realize their role in

helping the animals and the

environment we share. Because of this, she

avoided the Doctoral vortex of study for the

sake of study: publishing papers for 

 

A few weeks back, I asked my students in a

journal prompt to identify the teacher they feel is

the most excited and dedicated to their subject

matter. The answers I received spanned across

each of the subjects taught here at Cooper High

School, but one of the most consistently

mentioned names I received was Jessi Spitler’s.

A single conversation later, I understand why.

The students who go through her class are

not only receiving a great education, they are

getting to see someone truly devoted to their

study.
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